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Abstract An analytical expression for the 10m-drag1

law in terms of the 10m wind speed at the maximum in2

the 10m drag coefficient, and the Charnock constant is3

presented, which is based on the results obtained from4

a model of the air-sea interface derived in Bye et al.5

(2010). This drag law is almost independent of wave age6

and over the mid-range of wind speeds (5 − 17 ms−1)7

is very similar to the drag law based on observed data8

presented in Foreman and Emeis (2010). The linear fit9

of the observed data, which incorporates a constant into10

the traditional definition of the drag coefficient is shown11

to arise to first-order as a consequence of the momen-12

tum exchange across the air-sea boundary layer brought13

about by wave generation and spray production which14

are explicitly represented in the theoretical model.15

Keywords Air-sea momentum exchange · Charnock16

constant · inertial coupling17

1 Introduction18

The purpose of this paper is to bring together the re-19

sults of several studies of the drag coefficient in the air-20
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sea boundary layer presented in a recent observational21

paper (Foreman and Emeis 2010), and the theoretical22

predictions for the drag coefficient presented in Bye et23

al. (2010). At the time of writing of the latter paper the24

analysis of the observational results was not available.25

Here we show the basic agreement of the theoretical26

model with the observations, and also discuss the con-27

clusions of the theoretical model as a description of the28

various sea states that are encountered.29

This paper is essentially Part 2 of Bye et al. (2010),30

which for brevity we call Part 1. A full historical sum-31

mary of the programmes on which the observed drag32

law is based can be found in Foreman and Emeis (2010),33

and equally the background analysis for the theoretical34

drag law can be found in Bye et al. (2010). An ex-35

plicit representation of the theoretical results for the36

10m drag law and the Charnock constant in Part 1,37

however is given for the first time in this paper.38

In Section 2 the physical processes on which the the-39

oretical model is based are discussed, and in Section 340

the analytical expression for the 10m-drag coefficient41

based on the results in Part 1, which are presented in42

the Appendix, is given. An important subsection (Sec-43

tion 3.1) introduces the use of the Charnock constant as44

a constraint on the prediction for the drag coefficient,45

derived from the observed wind and wave properties at46

the maximum of the 10m-drag coefficient. Section 3.247

demonstrates the key result that the drag law is almost48

independent of wave age.49

In Section 4 the observations presented in Foreman50

and Emeis (2010) and also in a later paper by Andreas51

et al. (2012) are critically discussed, and it is shown52

that the theoretical model for the drag coefficient is a53

good representation of the observations in which the54

simple linear regression relation for the drag used in55

the observational study arises as a fundamental prop-56
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erty. The complementary nature of the physical models57

presented in Foreman and Emeis (2010) and in this pa-58

per is discussed in the Conclusion (Section 5).59

2 The physical processes60

There are three processes which govern the construc-61

tion of the model for the 10m drag law, u? =
√
K10 ·u1062

where u? is the friction velocity in air, u10 is the 10m63

wind speed and K10 is the 10m drag coefficient, pro-64

posed in Bye et al. (2010). The first process is wave65

generation, which is represented by the relation,66

c0 = Bu1 (1)67

where c0 = gT/2π is the peak wave speed in which g68

is the acceleration of gravity and T is the peak wave69

period, and u1 is the surface wind speed which occurs70

at the height, zB = 1/(2k0) where k0 = g/c2
0
is the peak71

wave number, and B is a wave generation parameter,72

which is determined by the nature of the wind field73

which generates the wave field as discussed in Section74

3.2. The second process is frictional drag in the air-sea75

boundary layer, which is represented by the relation,76

u? =

√
KI

R
u1 (2)77

where KI is the inertial drag coefficient1 and R is a78

frictional parameter which quantifies the relative con-79

tributions of the velocity shear in the wave boundary80

layer due to wave motion and turbulence. The wave-81

induced shear, which is due to the Lagrangian Stokes82

drift of the wave spectrum, is the difference between83

the Stokes drift at the sea surface and that at the bot-84

tom of the wave boundary layer which is zero, and the85

turbulent shear, which is due to the Eulerian velocity86

shear, is the difference between the frictional current87

at the sea surface and the surface current (u2) at the88

bottom of the wave boundary layer. For R < 1 the tur-89

bulent shear has the same sign as the wave shear, for90

R = 1, the ratio of turbulent/wave shear is zero, and91

for R > 1 the turbulent shear is of opposite sign to the92

wave shear indicating a return of momentum from the93

ocean to the atmosphere by frictional drag, see Part 1.94

The consideration of near surface shear in both fluids95

is a central feature of the model. The third process is96

1 The inertial drag coefficient is defined by the drag rela-
tion, u? =

√
KI(u1 − u2/ε) in terms of u1 and the surface

current speed, u2, which occurs at the depth 1/(2k0), where

ε =
√

(ρ1/ρ2) in which ρ1 and ρ2 are respectively the density
of air and water. KI is a property of the irrotational wave
spectrum without recourse to frictional processes and field
observations from the fully developed growing wind-wave sea
indicate that KI = 0.0015 (Bye and Wolff 2008).

the generation of spray which is represented through97

the relation,98

R =
R0

1− au?

a > 0 (3)99

in which a is the spray parameter and R0 is the friction100

parameter at very low friction velocities. This relation101

enables R to be evaluated in terms of u?, and the in-102

crease in R as u? increases shows that the spray (and103

the associated processes of whitecapping and slip) es-104

sentially return momentum to the atmosphere. The use105

of (3) leads to drag laws in which there is a maximum106

in the 10m drag coefficient.107

The three parameters (B,R0 and a) were expressed108

in Part 1 in terms of three properties of the wavefield at109

the maximum in drag coefficient, namely the 10m wind110

speed (u10m), the drag coefficient maximum (K10m)111

and the peak wave period (Tm). Hence in the model112

on assuming these quantities to be known, there are no113

disposable constants. Note that the maximum friction114

velocity, u?m =
√
K10m · u10m and the maximum wave115

speed, c0m = gTm/2π follow from these three quanti-116

ties.117

3 The 10m drag law118

The model has a universal character on the assumption119

that (3) realistically represents the spray/surface slip120

mechanism, and its application yields a 10m drag law121

which was shown to be almost independent of the wave122

generation parameter (B). This was illustrated for two123

values (B = 0.66 and B = 1.30) in Fig. 3 of Part 1,124

from which it was concluded that the 10m drag law125

was almost independent of wave age (W = c0/u?).126

Here we build on the results of Part 1 by deriving an127

explicit relation for the 10m drag law which illustrates128

this conclusion.129

This procedure essentially requires a transformation130

of the physical results for which the natural vertical131

scale is the thickness of the wave boundary layer (zB)132

to the reference height of 10m upon which the 10m drag133

coefficient is defined. For a logarithmic velocity profile,134

this transformation yields,135

u10 = u1 +
u?

κ
ln

z10
zB

(4)136

where z10 = 10m and κ = 0.4 is von Kármán’s constant,137

and in which from (1) and (2) u1 = Ru?/
√
KI and138

zB = 1/2(BRu?)
2/(gKI). Hence,139

1
√
K10

=
R

√
KI

−
1

κ
ln

(BRu?)
2

2gz10KI

(5)140

On invoking (3) and differentiating (5) with respect to141

u? assuming that B is a constant, and then evaluating142
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at the maximum in the 10m drag coefficient (K10m),143

after some algebra, we obtain,144

Rm = R0 + 2

√
KI

κ
(6)145

in which Rm is the friction parameter at K10m (Bye146

et al. 2010). Note that Rm > R0 indicating the return147

of momentum to the air which is occurring due to the148

production of spray. This innocent looking relation en-149

ables the 10m drag law to be explicitly evaluated in150

terms of the sea state occurring at the drag coefficient151

maximum, namely the 10m wind velocity (u10m), the152

10m drag coefficient (K10m) and the peak wave speed153

(c0m), as is shown in the Appendix. The resulting uni-154

versal relation (A5) for u10 in terms of u? is,155

u10 = A(s)u? + su10m (7)156

where157

A(s) =
2

κ

{

X(s− 1)

(X − s)
− ln[

(X − 1)s

(X − s)
]

}

in which κ is von Kármán’s constant, s = u?/u?m and158

X = 1/(au?m), which may be inverted to yield the 10m159

drag law,160

u? =
√

K10m · u10 −
√

K10m ·A(s)u? (8)161

In (8), (−
√
K10m ·A(s)u?) may be regarded as an offset162

to a simple drag law in which at all wind speeds the drag163

coefficient is equal to its maximum value. For A(s) > 0,164

this term reduces the drag coefficient as the wind speed165

decreases.166

3.1 The use of the Charnock constant in the167

specification of the drag law168

The additional requirement that the value of the Charnock169

constant,170

α0 =
gz0
u2
?

(9)171

where z0 is the sea surface roughness length, agrees with172

observations, leads to a preferred choice for the value173

of K10m, which is not well defined by observation, and174

the restriction of the model to ”aerodynamically” rough175

conditions which occur at the onset of wave growth at176

u10 > 3 ms−1 (Bye and Babanin 2009) implies that in177

the comparison with observations the Charnock con-178

stant should be evaluated from the theoretical model179

at this threshold wind speed, see Appendix.180

The results in the Appendix assuming that K10m =181

0.002, u10m = 40 ms−1 and Tm = 17.6 s (c0m = 27.6 ms−1)182

lead to the following properties for the drag law: X =183

5.15 (A2), a = 0.11 (A14) and B = 0.60 (A4). For184

these parameters, on assuming that the onset of wave185

growth occurs at s = 0.05, we find in agreement with186

observations for the fully developed sea, that from (A5)187

u10 = 3.0 ms−1 and from (A13) α = 0.018. On using188

this calibration, we also find that the friction param-189

eter, R (A1) increases from 0.81 at the onset of wave190

growth (s = 0.05) to 1.00 at the maximum in drag191

coefficient (s = 1), and that the wave age, W (A10)192

increases from 12.5 to 15.4 over the same range.193

This set of conditions is a model for the interac-194

tions described in Section 2, and the peak wave period195

at the maximum in drag coefficient (Tm) shows that196

the full range of sea state conditions which give rise197

to a maximum in the 10m drag coefficient is achiev-198

able in the open ocean, and also that at this maximum,199

the near surface shear is mainly due to the wave mo-200

tion (R ≈ 1). The prediction for the wave generation201

parameter, B, indicates that there is a slip of about202

0.6 between the surface wind speed and the peak wave203

speed which arises from the large scale properties of the204

storm systems which generate the wave field.205

3.2 Sensitivity of the drag law to the peak wave period206

at the maximum drag coefficient207

The relation (A2) shows that X increases as Tm in-208

creases and X decreases as Tm decreases. The 10m drag209

coefficient K10(u10) derived by interpolation from the210

inverse drag law (A5) for two widely different maximal211

peak wave periods, Tm = 5 s (X = 3.89) and Tm = 50 s212

(X = 6.19) is shown in Fig. 1 in comparison with that213

for Tm = 17.6 s discussed in Section 3.1. It is clear214

that the 10m drag coefficient is hardly influenced by215

these large changes in peak wave conditions over which216

the Charnock constant, α, only varies from 0.016 for217

Tm = 5 s to 0.019 for Tm = 50 s. Hence the theoretical218

drag law may be said to be almost independent of wave219

age. From (A4) however, the wave generation param-220

eter has a large variability, ranging from B = 1.41 at221

Tm = 50 s to B = 0.22 at Tm = 5 s.222

This conclusion indicates that the observed drag law223

may conceal many possible sea state regimes. A well224

known regime is the fully developed sea (Toba 1973) in225

which the wave age,226

W = A (10)227

where A = 1/0.029(34.5). On the assumption that (10)228

is applicable at a moderate wind speed, for example229

s = 0.2 (u? = 0.36 ms−1), on applying (A10) using230

(A2), we find that X = 6.1 and hence a = 0.09 m−1s,231

B = 1.31 and R = 1.02. This regime differs from the232

open ocean regime in so far as the special conditions of233

a steady constant wind give rise to a regime of reduced234

spray production (smaller a) and more efficient wave235
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Fig. 1 The theoretical 10m drag coefficient, K10 , as a func-
tion of u10 derived by interpolation from (A5) for three max-
imal peak wave periods: (a) Tm = 5 s, (b) Tm = 17.6 s and
(c) Tm = 50 s.

production (larger B) in which the wave shear domi-236

nates the turbulent shear (R ≈ 1). This regime however237

never extends to the maximum in drag coefficient which238

from (A10) would occur at a wave period, Tm = 46 s,239

which is not achievable in the ocean. Similar conclusions240

are found for other moderate values of friction velocity.241

This constant wave age regime was originally discussed242

on the assumption that R = 1 in Bye and Wolff (2004),243

where it was shown that this model was in excellent244

agreement with observational data (Garratt 1992). An245

important property of this theoretical model for the246

fully developed sea is that from (A9), α = 0.019 which247

is in good agreement with observations (Wu 1980).248

Fig. 2 The offset (−
√
K10mA(s)u?) of the square root of the

10m drag coefficient (8) as a function of u10 for (a) Tm = 5
s, (b) Tm = 17.6 s and (c) Tm = 50 s.

Fig. 3 The friction velocity (u?) as a function of the 10m
wind speed (u10): (a) from the linear fit (11) to the observa-
tional data, (b) from the linear fit (12) to the theoretical rela-
tion (A5), (c) from the theoretical relation (A5) for Tm = 17.6
s.

4 Comparison with observations249

In a recent analysis of several sets of observations in250

various locations Foreman and Emeis (2010) proposed251

that the most appropriate definition of the drag law for252

the air-sea interface is of the form,253

u? = Cmu10 + b (11)254

where Cm and b < 0 are constants. In their analysis of255

the various data sets the linear relation (11) was ob-256

tained by restricting the data to u10 ≥ 8 ms−1 which257

yielded Cm = 0.051 and b = −0.14 ms−1. On evaluat-258

ing (11) at u10 = 8 ms−1, u? = 0.27 ms−1, which the259

authors claimed to be equal to the onset of aerodynam-260

ically rough flow. It is clear from Fig. 2 of Foreman261

and Emeis (2010) however that the linear relationship262

extends to a lower friction velocity of about 0.10 ms−1
263

(u10 = 5 ms−1) and it also only extends to an upper264

friction velocity of about 0.85 ms−1 (u10 = 17 ms−1).265

At a higher friction velocity u? tends to become propor-266

tional to u10 with no offset. In a later more extensive267

observational study (Andreas et al. 2012) the coeffi-268

cients of similar linear regressions for u10 ≥ 9 ms−1
269

from aircraft and tower data (778 values) and from a270

much larger low flying aircraft data set (4878 values)271

for stable and weakly unstable conditions were respec-272

tively (Cm = 0.0581, b = −0.214 ms−1) and (Cm =273

0.0585, b = −0.243 ms−1).274

The evaluation of (8) yields a theoretical value for275

Cm of 0.045 (K10m = 0.002), and Fig. 2 shows the offset276

(−
√
K10mA(s)u?) as a function of u10. Over the range,277
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5 ≤ u10 ≤ 17 ms−1, the offset is almost constant for278

each Tm with a mean value of about −0.07 ms−1, which279

is almost independent of Tm. This range corresponds280

approximately with that in Foreman and Emeis (2010)281

over which (11) is applicable. Hence over this range, the282

linear relation for the friction velocity derived from (8)283

is,284

u? = 0.045 · u10 − 0.07 (12)285

which is of the same form as the observed data (11)286

although the coefficients in the regression are slightly287

different. The theoretical model (Fig. 2) indicates that288

the offset decreases at higher u10 < u10m as is indicated289

in the observational data, becoming zero at u10m, and290

also decreases at lower u10 as is evidenced by (12) which291

yields u? = 0.065 ms−1 at u10 = 3.0 ms−1 instead of292

u? = 0.090 ms−1 from (A5).293

Over the mid range of wind speed (5 ≤ u10 ≤294

17 ms−1), Fig. 3 indicates that the linear relation (12)295

is very similar to the observational linear relation (11)296

of Foreman and Emeis (2010).297

Observational estimates of K10m however are incon-298

clusive, see for example Bye et al. (2010), and it is clear299

from (8) that a higher value of K10m would increase300

the slope of the theoretical linear regression, e.g. for301

K10m = 0.0025 the slope would be 0.050 rather than302

0.045, which is in better agreement with the observa-303

tions. However, the choice of K10m = 0.002 yields a304

Charnock constant at the onset of wave generation, α =305

0.018 in good agreement with observations. A higher306

value of K10m would yield a much larger Charnock307

constant, and for u10 = 40 ms−1, Tm = 17.5 s and308

K10m = 0.0025, α = 0.035, see (A13). For this reason309

we have chosen K10m = 0.002 in the evaluation of the310

theoretical model, however there is an uncertainty here311

that is not yet resolved.312

Fig. 3 also shows that the linear relation (12) is in313

close agreement with the theoretical relation derived314

from (A5) for Tm = 17.6 s over the complete range of315

wind speed from the onset of waves at 3 ms−1 up to316

at least 60 ms−1. There is however an important differ-317

ence between (12) and (A5). The small scale structure318

of (A5) shows the occurrence of the maximum in drag319

coefficient at 40 ms−1 (Fig. 3), whereas there is no evi-320

dence of this maximum in the fitted linear relation (9).321

This is a major problem in the use of linear regres-322

sions in defining the drag coefficient at very high wind323

speeds. The high wind speed asymptotic drag coeffi-324

cient (C2

m) may be much greater than that occurring325

at say 40 ms−1, and the difference depends critically326

on the intercept (b) which cannot be determined with327

a high precision due to the extrapolation to a zero 10m328

wind speed from the wind data set which is truncated329

at 8 or 9 ms−1. For the Foreman and Emeis (2010) data330

set and the two data sets of Andreas et al. (2012), the331

40m and asymptotic drag coefficients (×103) are the332

respective pairs: 2.20 and 2.60, 2.78 and 3.38, and 2.73333

and 3.40.334

5 Conclusion335

Foreman and Emeis (2010) and Andreas et al. (2012)336

propose that the linear regression (11) can be applied337

to the observational data, which is interpreted as a338

modified drag law in which b/Cm is a reference ve-339

locity for aerodynamically rough flow governed by a340

constant drag coefficient (C2

m). The theoretical model341

shows how the complex interactions which occur in the342

wave boundary layer give rise to a drag law which can343

be approximately represented over the range of wind344

speeds from 3− 60 ms−1 by a linear regression of sim-345

ilar form to (11). This result lends strong support to346

the physical interactions used in the theoretical model347

as being realistic, however as pointed out in Section348

4 the fitting of the linear regression to the observa-349

tions over a restrictive intermediate range of u10 gives350

rise to uncertainty in the intercept (b) at zero u10, and351

also importantly may miss a maximum in K10 at high352

u10, which is important with regard to a main aim of353

the air-sea boundary layer studies which is to specify354

the momentum transfer which affects the generation of355

tropical cyclones and also the mixing below the wave356

boundary layer which occurs in these extreme events. In357

summary, the theoretical model, which takes account of358

the interaction of the three physical processes governing359

the momentum exchange at the sea surface (Section 2),360

gives rise to a 10m drag law which is almost indepen-361

dent of wave age and is also in agreement with a wide362

variety of observational data sets.363
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Appendix372

The derivation of the 10m drag law373

A convenient analytical procedure is to express the various374

relations in terms of the non-dimensional parameter X =375

1/(au?m). On substituting X in (3) using (6) we obtain the376

frictional parameter,377

R =
2
√
KI

κ
·
X(X − 1)

X − s
(A1)378
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in which KI is the inertial drag coefficient, κ is von Kármán’s379

constant and s = u?/u?m, and where from (5) evaluated at380

K10m using (6),381

X =
1

2

[

ln
c2
0m

2gz10
+

κ
√
K10m

]

(A2)382

in which g is the acceleration of gravity and z10 = 10m. Sim-383

ilarly, using (2) and (A1), we obtain,384

c0 =
(X − 1)s

(X − s)
c0m (A3)385

and the wave generation parameter,386

B =
1

2

κc0m

Xu?m

(A4)387

On substituting for R and B in (5) and using (A2) to388

eliminate c0m, we obtain the following relation for the inverse389

drag law, u10(u?), in terms of X,390

u10 =
2u?

κ

{

X(s− 1)

(X − s)
− ln

[

(X − 1)s

(X − s)

]}

+ su10m (A5)391

from which the 10m drag law (5) is determined. X can be392

evaluated from (A2) provided that K10m, and c0m which de-393

pends on sea state, are known. Direct observations of c0m (or394

Tm) however are not generally available. It is therefore nec-395

essary to use field data at u10 < u10m to infer X, as is shown396

below.397

On substituting (A3) in (A2) we obtain,398

X = X′ + ln

[

X − s

X − 1

]

(A6)399

where X′ = 1/2[ln c2
0
/2gs2z10+κ/

√
K10m] , and since X � 1,400

on using the binomial expansion (A6) yields approximately,401

X = X′ +
1− s

X′
(A7)402

Hence X may be evaluated in terms of s, c0 and K10m by403

substituting c0 in X′.404

The Charnock constant can also be evaluated in terms of405

X and compared with observations. From the defining rela-406

tion for the sea surface roughness (z0) we have ln z10/z0 =407

κ/
√
K10 and hence from (9),408

α =
g

u2
?

z10 exp

[

−κ
√
K10

]

(A8)409

which on eliminating K10 using (5) yields,410

α =
1

2
W 2 exp

[

−Rκ
√
KI

]

(A9)411

where W = c0/u? is the wave age (Bye et al. 2010). On sub-412

stituting for R from (A1), and for W from (A3) which yields,413

W = Wm

(X − 1)

(X − s)
(A10)414

where Wm = com/u?m is the wave age at the drag coefficient415

maximum, we obtain,416

α =
1

2
W 2

m

[

X − 1

X − s

]

2

exp

[

−2X
(X − 1)

(X − s)

]

(A11)417

in which, from (A2),418

W 2

m =
2gz0
u2
?

exp

[

2X −
κ

√
K10m

]

. (A12)419

Finally, on substituting (A12) in (A11) we have the expression420

for the Charnock constant,421

α =

[

X − 1

X − s

]

2
gz10

u2
?m

exp

[

2
X(1 − s)

(X − s)

]

exp

[

−κ
√
K10m

]

(A13)422

We note that (A13), which is independent of c0m, indicates423

that the choice of K10m , rather than u?m or c0m, is highly424

significant in the evaluation of α. In terms of X, the spray425

parameter,426

a =
1

Xu?m

(A14)427

These expressions will be evaluated using the observed es-428

timates at the maximum drag coefficient of K10m = 0.002429

and u10m = 40 ms−1 (u?m = 1.79 ms−1), and also κ = 0.4,430

g = 9.8 ms−2 and KI = 0.0015, and at the onset of wave431

growth (s = 0.05) yield from (A5) u10 = 3.0 ms−1, and,432

α = 0.018 in agreement with observations for the fully devel-433

oped sea (Section 3.2). Note that all these expressions, except434

for (A1) and (A9) which involve R, are independent of KI .435
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